Catch more error sending request error in the middle of the run
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Description
Error sending request is a communication error that happens when temserver crash of camera software disconnection. Since communication is everywhere but this sometimes recover. Each case needs to be examined and a handling need to be set.

Associated revisions
Revision 5b20afef - 07/31/2020 02:36 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #9269 handle two cases of transport request error

Revision bd27690e - 08/20/2020 11:07 AM - Anchi Cheng
refs #9269 define node.TransportError and use it

Revision ee5f2c96 - 08/21/2020 09:09 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #9269 better handle when failed during resetComaCorrection.

Revision 675c0587 - 08/27/2020 02:55 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #9269 avoid resetComaCorrection if not in the same probe mode or is not using image shift to move